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Outline:
- Mass production of tiles
- SiPM characterisation  
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Mass production - Tile design
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Mass production - Tile design
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MIP Yield: Response of a calorimeter cell to a MIP / SiPM Gain 

MIP Yield

MIP Yield spread of ~7% on test bench possible
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Mass production - Tile design … next 

Current tile production: 
Start with large scint. plates 
Cut into strips 32x500 mm.
Milled to 30 mm  (+0.001/-0.2) mm

Cut, polished to 29.8x29.8 mm. ±50 μm

Alternative:  
Start with large scint. blocks (cost reduction - no tollerances) 
Water cut to approx. tile size
Warm-press into tile mould
No need to polish 

R&D will start in Feb. 2016 with new postdoc. 
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Mass production - Tile wrapping
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Semi-automatic wrapping  
must be upgraded to full  
automatic
Laser cutter adjusted and  
calibrated
Tolerances under investigation

3M ERS                          Paper 
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Mass production - SiPM requirements
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Prepare tendering for large procurement of 
SiPMs (together with DESY, Mainz, MPI)

Additional requirements: 
Response to MIP in 3mm scintillator >13pix
SMD package (material, thickness, size)

Area 1x1mm2

Npixel > 1600
pitch <= 25 um
DCR <= 100 kHz
XT < 2%

PDE (420 nm) > 20 %
G >5 105

dV/dT < 20 mV/K

Plan at UniHH: 
comparative characterisation of sub-samples from various producers
test of single tiles + SiPMs
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Mass production characterisation  - KETEK

full char. performed on samples of 1000 SiPM from different vendors (here 
example results for KETEK 1125) 
acceptable spread in Vbd min-to-max ~ 500 mV — wished < 200 mV
T dependence < 20 mV/C good
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min-max 500 mV
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Mass production - SiPM test

Do we still need characterisation of 
single pieces before assembly?
If so, how to ? for a mass production 
with O(1M) pieces
How good can we crosscheck the 
producers?
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Tape & Reel 

Cut Tape 

dVmeas ~ 50mV



Comparison of breakdown voltage values obtained from two methods:
I-V curve (w/ or w/o LED) 
G-V curve (w/ LED)
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Mass production - SiPM test
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MPPC
S12643-050CN

MPPC
S12643-050CN
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Beware systematic effects 
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Comparison of breakdown voltage values obtained from two methods:
I-V curve (w/ or w/o LED) 
G-V curve (w/ LED)

average shift  
VbdI -VbdG = 250 mV

MPPC
S12643-050CN
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Beware systematic effects 
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Comparison of breakdown voltage values obtained from two methods:
I-V curve (w/ or w/o LED) 

KETEK

same Vbd from I-V curve w/ and w/o LED 
despite different turn on behaviour above bd
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Beware systematic effects 
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Comparison of breakdown voltage values obtained from two methods:
I-V curve (w/ or w/o LED) 

KETEK
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Beware systematic effects 
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Comparison of breakdown voltage values obtained from two methods:
G-V curve (w/ LED)
“PDE” curve (mu from Poisson analysis of P0 in QDC spectra w/ LED)  
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KETEK
15 um 

Vbd from PDE curve consistent with Vbd from I-V curve
difference between breakdown voltage and Loeschspannung (stop-voltage)
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Conclusion -  UniHH activities

Tile wrapping: 
established/available for medium production
needs to be automatised for mass production

Tile production: 
start to investigate warm-press moulding in the new year

SiPM characterisation:
different “Vbd” value obtained from gain and I-V curves
the difference depends on the pixel capacitance
I-V curves preferable for fast mass characterisation (if needed)   

prepare tendering document and charact. protocol for next production
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Backup
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IV measurements

Procedure: 

Voltage range [2V, -40V/-45V]  
depending on SiPM-sample
Current measurement range [100fA, 10mA] 

Setup conditions:  

3 temperatures (-20°C, 0°C, 20°C)
3 light intensities (no, low, high)
Low humidity (< 5%)

➡ Issues with meas. at very low current 
➡ One curve takes 1h40’
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